Trade: The Prelude

Although he and Kyle parted ways, he still
loved Kyle unconditionally. They were just
in different places in their lives at the time
of the break up; Kyle was ready to be a
husband and start a family, everything
Dash wasnt eager for. Dash was young,
living in his youth, a socialite. He was not
ready to settle down and be a family man
just yet, anyway. Kyle could not respect
that and kept pressuring him. Dash knew
that if he was to succumb, that down the
line, he would resent Kyle and he did not
want that; he loved Kyle too much.
Therefore, it was only fair to Kyle that
Dash let him go; not for eternity, just until
he shared the same prospects as his beau
did. They just needed time apart, time to
think some things through. Eventually
Dash thought they would come back to
each other, just not like this.
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